
BOD Meeting 8/8/18 

 

In Office: Blake Mock, Tony Young, Jeff Arce, Pam Lowenthal, Mike Cunningham 

On Phone: Garrett Sims, Melissa Sims, Jack Yetter, Michael Lawrence, carlos ceja 

Call To Order 7:01 

Suit Talk: all meets sectionals and up 

BM: Seems that their will be a fight at zones and ag state.  And our younger kids at seniors couldn’t wear 

the suit either. 

Ty: takes away age group and senior state; tom avicious is going to have a paper to give feedback gotten 

so far, what ever passes must mirror the national level 

JA: not opposed but who enforces it.  Don’t push it on our own team: if this doesn’t pass the legislation 

that comes up through the lsc  

JY: awful having to check suits out, no officials want to make the call on looking at suits,  

ML: new rule would be a disqualification for wearing the suit. They would be DQ’ed after the race like a 

false start.  The rule is going back to briefs and girl cut suits. 

MC: thinks the rule is a good rule; not a fan of the brief requirement. 

GS: great idea to keep the costs down and keep the kids in the sport, cost is more then what is gotten in 

return 

Usa swimming bylaws: 

Ty: bylaws taskforce holding lsc accountable by 2020, we should think about where this governance is 

going.  Governance committee should be put together to look at bylaws for 2020 changes. 

- Gen chair can put people in place and especially athletes at large, maybe athletes and their 

committee should be doing this 

- Rules and bylaws need to be updated and improved moving forward 

JA: mandated if it passes at USAS, we would be better off with a group looking at this now. Put the task 

force together at fall 18 HOD, give a report at spring 19 HOD, and implement at 19 fall HOD 

MC: is this something that we want to do anyway if it doesn’t pass at USAS HOD 

JY: We have to follow some of the rules and fall with in USA Governance 

ML: we can use our bylaws to amend and adjust the rules for what is best for us, and then have that 

ratified by the rules and regs committee. 

TY: a lot of required committees will be moved back into policy and procedures. 

Convention: Get your info to PAM 



Budget Committee: Only will meet August 14th 

Next Meeting: Sept 12th at 7:00 

All rules and legislation has to be 30 days out and needs to be posted in which is September 7th 

Rules and regs changes has to be turned in by the 20th to committee 

 

Swimposium:   

TY: walk through HS and Marriot on Monday, and will get a flyer out early and often on all programs 

 

NEW Business: 

Life Time Membership: definition based upon bylaws: send nominations to blake by Monday at 5:00pm 

Phillip 66 outstanding service: send to blake by the same time and date 

 

Meeting Adjurned at 7:56pm 

 


